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CHAPTER-IV 

THE THEORY OF ANUPALABDHI IN BHATT A SCHOOL OF 
•• .. 

PVRVAMIMAMSA. 

The Bhatta School of Purva-Mimamsa accepts anup~lab~ -. 
as a distincit means of knowing a negative fact. Narayana_Bhatta, 

after following Kumarila Bhatta, has proved that anupa labdhi is 

a special source of knowledge (prama~a). He says in his 

Mana~yoday~ ·that if there is the non-cognitton of an absent 

object which is capable of being known, it is possible through 

the method called anuP,alabdhi. Here the pramana caff'ed abhava 
• 

. I 

is the indicator to the knowledg~S- of ar:l absent 

entity. In spite of the 

capability of knowing the 
! 

' !: 
fact that en the 

I I (,' J '. 

enti tie's like a 

ground there is the 

jar, they are not 

known.. And from this n.on-cogni tion we get the knowledge of 

the absence of a jar etc. This phenomenon is known through 

abhava which is accepted by the Bhattas as a separate pramana • . 
The knowledge of the absence of a jar etc. is the prama attained 

through the application of pramar:1a called abhava. It has· been . ---,. 
stated in the Bhasya of Sabara that the absent entity which is 

under the object of the knowledge of absence is not capable of 

being known through the five pramanas like perception etc. 
. . 
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(abhavo'pi pramanabhavo nastitysyarthasyasannikrstasya iti). In 
--------------~-----------------------------~·~·~·--------· 

other words·, the absence is generally expressed with the term 

•nasti•. The object of absence does not come into the contact 

of sense-organ etc. and it is not known through other pramanas. · . 
Hence it is known through different pramana called anupalabdhi. 1 . 

Now the problem arises : What is the criterion of 

anupalabdhi? In reply, it can be said that the criterion of 

anupalabdhi is the collection of causes of cognising_an absen-
2 tee excepting the absentee and contact with absentee. when we 

have the knowledge of the absence of a jar, for example, on the 

ground, there the £ratiyogi, i.e., the-object in the form of a 

jar does not exist and there is the absence of the contact of 

eye with the jar but there are other causes like the opening of 

eye, the contact of mind with eye, sufficient light that are 

1. "Athopalambhayogyatve satyapynupalambhanam/ Abhavakhyam 

pramanam syadabhavasyavavodhakam// Atra hyanupalambhah . . 
karanam/ Tasya ca j~ana - bhavarupatvadabhavah pramana-. . 
mityucyate/ 11 

- Mahameyodaya (Chapter - abhavapramanam) by 
• 

Narayana Bhatta, Theosophical Publishing House, 
• • • 

Madras, 1933. 

2. 11Visayam tadadhinams'ca sannikarsadikan vina/ 

Upalambhasya samagrisampattih khalu yogyata// 11 

• 
- Ibid. 
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essential for cognising a jar. The assemblage of these causes 

(samagri) is the criterion for the non-cognition of a jar. The 

absence of a jar becomes the object of valid knowledge (prama) 

- 3 as it is a kind of yogyanupalabdhi. For having the knowledge 

of a negative fact it is to be known at the outset that there 

is the collection of causes for giving rise to the cognition 

of a jar. If it is not known, the knowledge of the absence of 

a jar would never be known. It will occur in an individual's 

mind that he is not cognising a jar on the ground and he has 

no contact of eye with a jar. In spite of that he will look for 

whether other causes for knowing a jar e~ist or not. If someone 

is not confirmed about the fact that the causes for knowing a 

jar exist or not, he will be in confusion about the existence 

of a jar on the ground. He will wonder whether a jar exists in 

that place or not. If someone bears such a doubt, he will not 

be able to know definitely the absence of a jar. Non-apprehen

sion, if confirmed,can become the object of knowledge of an 

/ - . . --·/ 3. "Tatasca visayabhutam ghatam tadadhinamscendriyasannikar-. 
sadin vina yaccaksurunmilanalokasampatamanab pranidhanadikam . . . . 
ghatopalambhakaranam tat sarvamidanimeva sal1jatamityavagame . . . . 

sati tatsahakrtah san ghatanupalambho ghatabhavam vodhayati-
• • 

tyevam sarvatra drastavyam/n . . 
~ Ibid. 
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absence. In other words, if the capability of knowing the object 

of absence exists, it becomes the valid knowledge of absence. 

The knowledge of non-cognition is not the instrument of 

the valid knowledge of absence. If it is so, the knowledge of 

non-cognition implies the knowledge of the absence of cognition. 

The knowledge of absence of cognition, being an object of valid 

knowledge of absence, depends on the absence of cognition as its 

instrument. This knowledge of anupalabdhi is again an object of 

valid knowledge of an absence and hence it will depend on another 

knowledge of anupalabdhi as its instrument which leads to the 

defect of infinite regress (Anavastha).
4 

On account of this if 

anupalabdhi exists, it will be an instrument. Absence of cognition 

of a jar can give rise to the knowledge of absence of a jar if it 

is associated with the knowledge of capability. In order to know 

the absence of a subtle object we have to know the capability of 

the non-cognition of that subtle object. And again to know the 

capability of a subtle object. We have to put the eye-rays which 

can reveal the subtle object and for this effort is highly needed. 

For understanding the capability of anuRalabdhi of a subtle object 

we have to contact our eyes with the subtle object with outmost 

care. Otherwise, the knowledge of absence of subtle object is not 

possible. Moreover if someone bears the doubt as to the capability 

4. ManameyodaY§, Vol. I, Edited by Sri DinanathaTripathi, 

Sanskrit College, Calcutta, 1989, pp. 212-213. 
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of anupalabdhi, he will have to doubt absence. In the same way, 

the absence becomes erroneous if the 5 capability becomes so. 

The matter can be explained with the help of the following 

example. 

A man might have lost his ring in the dark room. 

He tries to find out the ring with the help of his hand on 

the floor of the dark room, but in vein. At this stage he might 

have doubt whether he has touched the whole portion of the floor 

or not. As he bears such a doubt which can be described as doubt 

of yoqyatva, he will also have doubt regarding the absence of the 

ring in the floor of the dark room. Another individual does not 

touch the whole floor on the dark room, but thinks that he has 

touched the whole floor. Being prompted by the erroneous know

ledge of yogyatva he bears the illusory knowledge that there is 

no ring on the floor. But in fact the ring remains on the floor 

of the room. To think that there is no ring is the illusory know-

5. 11Yogyatvavagamartham hi suksmarthabhavavedane/ . - -· ,_ -- . Suksmavodhakanetramsusampatartham prayatyate// .. 
Yogyatvasya ca sandehe viparyase'thava sati/ 

Abhave'pi hi sandeho bhramo vastyeva tadyatha//" 

- Manameyods.Y~ of Narayana Bhatta (Chapter -. . . 
abhavapramanam), Trivandrum Sanskrit series, 

1912. 
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ledge of absence which is originated from the erroneous knowledge 

of yogyatva. Hence, the ascertainment of yogyatv~ becomes promo

ter to the valid knowledge of absence. 6 

Anupalabdhi is of two types : Absence of pramana and ab-. 
sence of Smrti. 7 The absence of pramana is equivalent to the 

absence of valid knowledge (prama). Among the five types of valid 

knowledge like perceptual knowledge, inferential knowledge, tes

timonial knowledge, analogical knowledge and presumptuous know

ledge the valid knowledge in the form of absence is anupalabdQi. 

That is, the absence of cognition of any of these valid cognitions 

comes through anupalabdhi. Due to the non-cognition of the per

ceptual knowledge of a jar we have the knowledge of the absence 

of a jar. In the same way, in the event of the knowledge of ab

sence of.an object known through inference, the absence of that 

object through inference is known through anupalabdhi. 8 As for 

6. nramasi bhrastamanvisyan karabhyamanguliyakam/ . . . 
Sarvorvispar(asandehadabhave'pyeti sam(yam// 

/ - - ./ . Tathaiva sarvato'sparse matva sarvabhimarsanam/ 

Sata evanguliyasyapyabhavam vudhyate bhramat//" 

7. "Anupalambhastu , 
pasca/ 11 • 

- Ibid. 

dvividhah, pra~anabhavarupah smaranabhavaru-
• • • 

- Ibid. 

8. "Tatra pratyaksapramanabhavarupadanupalambhad ghatadyabha-. . 
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example, the inferential knowledge where gestures in the forms 

of inclination etc. serve as hetu becomes the pointer to the 

perception of the nature of an object. It is found in the pheno

menal world that the animals after seeing the colour of the de

sired object inclines towards it. If they think it undesired, 

they refrain from accepting that object. In this way, they will 

have actions in the form of inclination to or refraining from. 

Each and every person can realise this phenomenon of action. If 

a person is seen to move forward for accepting an object or to 

refrain from that object, it is assumed - "This particular animal 

is endowed with the right knowledge of that object as he is endowed 

with this effort." In this way, 'having effort 1 serves as a hetu 

for inferring the knowledge of colour or nature of that object. If 

someone has got the knowledge of colour or nature, he will have 

an effort to get it. The inclination towards an object presupposes 

the knowledge of that object or particulars like colour etc. of 

that object. Again, inclination of an indiv.fdual is known through 

his bodily gestures and movements. It is found in the daytime that 

owl sits silently and it will have no effort in his body even the 

enemies like crow etc. come towards it. From the absence of its 

bodily movement or effort it is known that the owl does not have 

vaj~anamuktam/ Evamanumanagamyarthanamabhavagrahane . 
yogyanumananudayo vo:,dhako drastavyah/" . . . 

- Ibid. 
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perceptual knowledge of the nature of an object. 9 In the same 

way, due to the non-cognition in the form of absence of analo

gica 1 knowledge, testimonia 1 knowledge, presumptuous knowledge, 

the knowledge of the absence of these is to be understood. 

Another type of knowledge of absence arises from the 

non-cognition in the form of the absence of recollection. As 

for example, in the evening time an individual has become aware 

of the fact that Maitra was absent in the morning. In this case, 

the knowledge of the absence of Maitra in the morning arises 

from the absence of recollecting Maitra in the evening. Maitra 

existing in the morning cannot be the object of perceptual aware

ness in the evening. But in the evening Maitra was capable of 

being recollected. In spite of this a particular individual does 

not have recollective knowledge of Maitra. The absence of reco-

llection of Maitra in the evening time indicates or informs the 

absence of him in the morning. 10 

9. "Yatha rupadarianavodhakasya cest'alingakanumanasyanutpatti-. . 
- -- r-- • rulukasya diva rupadarsanabhavam bodhayati ityuktam 

manorathamis;aih/" . 
- Ibid. 

10. "Evamanyapramanesvapi iti/ Smaranabhavad yatha - pratariha . . . 
Maitro nasiditi sayamkale ~anam/ Tatra hi pratahkalavi-

• 
{istamaitrasya sayamkale dar~nayogyatvabhavat smarana-. . 
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The Naiyayikas think that the abhava of some objects is 

capable of being perceived and abhava of some is capable of being 

inferred. They do not accept abhava or anupalabdhi as a separate 

pramana. 11 Narayana Bhatta in his Manameyodaya has refuted this -----·- . . . 
view in the following way. When there is the knowledge of the ab-

sence of an object existing in the morning is known in the evening 

then the absence of it existing in the morning cannot be perceived 

in the evening. For, the knowledge of absence existing in the mor

ning is not caused through sense-organ in the evening. The know--

ledge of the present object only is always caused by sense-organ. 

The knowledge of absence existing in the morning when occured in 

the evening relates to the object of the past. Hence, it cannot 

be caused by sense-organ. In order to justify such knowledge the 

Naiyayikas~ the Bha~~as think, have to accept anupalabdhi as a 
- 12 separate pramana • . 

yogyatve sati asmaranameva tadanim pratahkalavislstamaitra-
• • • • 

bhavasya vodhakamatriyate iti /" 

- Ibid. 

11. 11Tarkikastu abhavasya pratyaksadi-gamyatvamacaksana 

anupalambhagamyatam na sammanyante/" 

- Ibid. 

- ·- - ---- t'V-12. 11Tadayuktam te 'pi hi sayamkale pratahka linabhavajnanasya 
• 

indriyajanyatvabhavadukta-prakarenanupalambha]atvameva 
• 
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It may be argued by the Naiyayikas that the knowledge of 

the absence of an object existing in the morning occured in the 

evening is inferential. The absence existing in the morning is 

inferred with the help of hetu in the form of the absence of re

collection in the evening. The form of inference is as follows 

"Now this place is endowed with the absence of Maitra existing 

in the morning as there is the absence of recollection of Maitra 

• th • II 13 ln e evenlng . 

In response to this the Bhattas say that this view is not .. 
tenable. In the case of inferential knowledge the knowledge of 

hetu or probans is highly essential. If it is said that the absence 

of recollection of Maitra in the evening is hetu or pr.obans, the 

knowledge of the absence of recollection is to be known. But accor

ding to the Bhattas, such knowledge of absence of recollection is . . 
not at all possible because the Naiyayikas accept the absence of 

recollection as an object of mental perception, which is not also 

ba ladangikurviran/" 

- Ibid. 

13. 11Nanu tatra smaranabhavena lingena pratahkalinabhavo' 

numiyate eva/" 

- Ibid. 
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14 acceptable. For, recollection is also a kind of knowledge. If 

the knowledge in the form of recollection is perceived with the 

help of mind, its absence would also be perceived through mind, 

because the sense-organ which reveals a particular object can 

also reveal the universal existing in that particular object and 

the absence of that particular object just as the eye which reveals 

colour can also reveal the universal existing in colour (colour

ness) and the absence of .colour. In the same way, if the knowledge 

in the form of recollection is known through mind, the absence of 

it should also be known through mind. But according to the Bhattas, . . 
no knowledge has been accepted as the object of perception. Know

ledge is inferred with the help of knowness (j~atata). Hence, 

knowledge is always inferential, but not perceptual. As the know

ledge in the form of memory, according to this principle, does 
-

not come under the purview of perception or mental perception, its 

absence can not also be known with the help of mental perception. 

The absence of memory can neither be known perceptually nor infe

rentially. If it is accepted that the absence of memory is infe

rred, what will be its hetu? If it is said that the absence of 

awareness wi 11 be hetu here, the knowledge of the absence of aware

ness is possible through the absence of memory, while the know

ledge of absence of memory will be possible throu~h the absence 

14. "JI.il.3i vam/ smaranabhavasya jnatuma~ kya tv at" 1 . 
- Ibid. 
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of awareness, which leads to the defect of 'mutual dependence 1 

-/ (anyonyasraya). In short, the knowledge of the absence of memory 

does not follow from perception, inference or any other sources 

of valid knowledge. Hence with the help of the hetu in the form 

of the absence of memory, the absence· of an object existing in 

the morning time cannot be inferred. The knowledge of the absence 

of an object existing in the morning time attained in the evening 

is caused by a separate pramana called anupalabdhi. In this way, 

the Bhattas have refuted the perceptuality of knowledge. From . . 
this, it also follows that the absence of. knowledge is not per

ceived with the help of mind. 15 

Just as the Mimamsakas. admit that the absence is known 

through anupalabdhi, the Naiyayikas establish that absence is 

known through perception. The Naiyayikas have forwarded some rea

sons in favour of the perceptuality of knowledge ~~th the help of 

a syllogistic argument$ 16 The Naiyayikas. have mentioned this in 

15. "Sm:;tyabhavam manograh~licch.:mti kila tarkika~/ 

Taccayuktam vayam tavad J~anapratyaksavadinah/ I . . 
r~nahpratyaksagamyatvam j~ananam varayamahe/ . . 
TataS'ca tadabhavo 'pi mana sa grhyate katham/ /" 

• 

- Ibid. 

16. 11Nanu abhavasya pratyaksatvamanumimimahe/n . 
- Ibid. 
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- -f\/ ' 
a l<."arika of Nyaya~sumanjali. According to Udayana, on account 

of the fact that the knowledge of the absence of a jar on the 

ground is immediate (Pratipatteraparoksypt), the function of our 
---------- ---L---

sense-organ on the locus etc. does not become improminent (indri-

yasy-;nupak;yat ), the knowledge of the absence of a jar is called 
x;r_ 

ajnatakaranaka, i.e., the knowledge whose instrument is not known 
• ---=-=-------

(ajnatakaranatvacca) and mind enters into positives (bhavavetacca . ----·--
cetasa~), the knowledge of the absence of a jar on the ground is 

17 caused by sense-organ, i.e., perceptual. 

The syllogistic argument is ttAbsence is perceptible be-

cause its cognition is immediate like a jarn. In other words, the 

absence of a jar is perceptual as it is revealed to us immediate

ly.18 This syllogistic argument, the Bhattas think, is fallaci-. . 
ous as there is the fallacy called SvarY£asiddhi. The Naiyayikas 

----· 
17. "Pratipatteraparoksyadindriyasyanupaksayat/ . . 

A.fn"atakaranatvacca bhavave(acca cetasah// 11 . . 
"" - Nyayakusuman ja!'i of tUdayana with cpmmentary of 

Haridasa Bhattacarya, pt. M. c. ®Yayaratna, 3/20, . . -. 

Translated & Edited by E·. B. Cowell, Varanasi, 1980. 

18. 11Prayogastu abhavah pratyaksah aparoksapratitatvad . . 
ghatavadi ti/» . 

- Ibid. 
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accept that the abhava is known immediately~ which is not accepted 

by the Bhatta school of Mrmamsakas according to whom the abhava is 
•• 

not known immediately. As in the sadh~ in the form of absence 

there does not exist hetu in the form of ttimmediate knownessn, the 

hetu is endowed with fallacy called Svarupasiddha. 19 The locus 

like ground where the knowledge of the absence of a jar is. known 

is apprehended immediately. The Naiyayikas have imposed the imme-

diacy of locus, i.e., ground on the absence which is not corre:ct. 

So, the statement that the absence is known immediately is not 

true. In this way, the Bhattas have refuted the first argument .. 
of Udayana in favour of perceptuality of absence. 20 

Narayana Bhatta has refuted the second argument in favour .. 
of the perceptuality of absence forwarded by Udayana by applying 

the following syllogistic argument : "The knowledge of absence is 

perceptual as the sense-organ can produce the perceptuality of 
. 21 locus etc. without being inoperative, like the cognition of a jar". 

19. "Tatra abhavasya aparoksapratitatvabhavat svarupasiddho hetuh/" . . 
- Ibid. 

20. "Bhutaladestvaparoksatvadabhavasyapi tattva-bhramah eva· 
• • 

ayusmatamiti/n . 
- Ibid. 

21. ·"Nanu abhavaj~anam pratyaksam anupaksinendriyajanyatvad 
• • • 
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Eye etc. are not inoperative in perceiving a jar and can produce 

the knowledge of a jar without being defunct. In the same way, 

eye etc., without being inoperative, can produce the absence of 

the knowledge of a jar. As the knowledge of a jar is perceptual, 

the knowledge of absence of it is also the same .. This is what 

Udayana wants to say. But Narayana Bhatta says that the hetu in 
• • • 

the form of 9being caused by the sense-organ which is not inope

rative' (anupaksinendriyajanyatva) is fallacious as there is a 
• 

fallacy called vis'"esasiddha. In other words, in this hetu the 

adjunct 'anupaksinendriyatva' (i.e., not being inoperative in 
• • 

the knowledge of locus etc.) is not familiar. Hence there is the 

fallacy mentioned above. 

Now the problem arises : Why the abQve-mentioned hetu su

ffers from the defect called vi~sasiddha? In reply, Narayana 
-..:..·---- • 

Bhatta says that in order to know the YQgyata (capability) 
•• 

of 

anuQalabdhi the sense-organs are to be known as operative. It has 

been stated earlier that yogyata of an object always depends on 

the assemblage of the causes of the apprehension of the counter

positive excepting the counterpositive and the contact of sense

organ with it. Where there is the knowledge of the absence of a 

jar due to its non-cognition, there is the assemblage of all causes 

for realising a jar excepting the jar itself and the contact of 

"""""'- / - . ghatajnana vadi ti/ Tadapi vis esasiddham 11 . . 
- Ibid. 
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the sense-organ with the jar. Hence, it is called yogyanuRalabdhi. 

In other words, y_ogyata lies in a place where there is the absence 

of a jar and the absence of the contact of sense-organ with the 

jar. The contact of the sense-organ is essential for the cognition 

of a jar, but not in the case of non-cognition of it. There is the 

absence of the contact of sense-organ in the case of the non-cog

nition of counterpositive. A counterpositive (i.e., absentee) is 

known through the operation of sense-organ. If there is the absence 

of the contact of sense-organ with an obtlect, it is assumed that 

the object is not there. That is, from the absence of the contact 

of the sense-organ there arises the non-cognition of the counter-
of cilise..'l"\~ k> 

positive. Hence, the knowledgeAcaused by operative sense-organ but 

not caused by the sense-organ which is not operative. On account 

of the non-familiarity of the anupaksinatva (i.e., inoperative cha-
• . 

racter) of the sense-organ the hetu mentioned earlier suffers from 

the fallacy of vis"esd'siddha. The Naiyayikas have to accept the 
• 

yogyata of non-cognition for the attainment of the knowledge of 

absence. The Naiyayikas also accept the yogyata in the following 

hypothetical argument - "Had the jar been on the ground, it would 

have been perceived just like the ground". Now let us consider the 

meaning of the. sentence - "Had there been a jar, it would have 

been cognis ed". If we accept the existence of a jar on it, ·it will 

be revealed that on the ground there are all the causes for the 

origination of the knowledge of a jar excepting the jar itself. 

When there is· no jar, there is the absence of the contact of the 

sense-organ with the jar. The contact of the sense-organ is on 
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the locus in the form of the ground which entails that the sense-

organ is operative in the knowledge of locus. Hence, the hetu 

in the form of anupaksinendriyajanyatva (i.e., being caused by . . 
sense-organ which is not inoperative) bears the fallacy called 

vi{esasiddha. The contact of the sense-organ with a jar is fami-

liar to us. In this case the sense-organ becomes operative in 

the case of the knowledge of the locus which points to the know

ledge of absence. The Hetu which is applied in the above-mentioned 

syllogistic argument is not at all familiar, as sense-organ can 

never be inoperative in respect of knowing absence. That is why, 

it involves a fallacy mentioned earlier. In this way, the Bhattas 

have refuted the second argument of Udayana in favour of the 

perceptuality of absence. 22 

The Naiyayikas have applied the syllogistic 

in the following way . 11The knowledge of absence is . 
as the instrumentality of it is not known, like the 

of the jar etc." The perceptual knowledge arises from 

22. 10Purvoktayogyata siddhavupaksinamihendriyam/ 

Grahya cabhavavodhartham yogyata tarkikairapi// 

Ghato yadi bhavedatra tarhi drtyeta bhumivat/ . . 
Iti tarkatmana te'pi yogyatameva grhnate// . 
Asti cedupalabhyetetyasya to'rtho vicaryataffi/u 

- Ibid. 

f • 

arguments 

perceptual 

cognition 

the sense-
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organ which becomes the instrument of our perception without 

being known.. Hence, perception is caused by an unknown instru

ment. The Mimamsakas accept the non-cognition is the instrument 

of the knowledge of absence. Hence, if the knowledge of absence 

is caused by an unknown instrument, it is to be considered as 

t 1 Th . . th . f th N . - 'k 23 percep ua • ~s ~s e v~ew o e a1yay1 as. 

The Bhattas think that the above-mentioned syllogistic .. ' 
..v_ 

argument is fallacious as the hetu in the form of ajnatakaranatva 

is vitiated by the fallacy called §.D.§.ikantika or vyabhicari. Im

pression is the instrument of memory or recollection. 24 Hence, 

the awareness dependent on the impression alone is called memory. 

The impression here becomes a cause of memory without being known. 
,... r'V'-

Here,in memory there is the hetu called c:_jnatakaranatva (i.e., 

the property of being endowed with an unknown instrument). But 

there is no sadhya in the form of perceptuality. From this it 
. ,....,.,_ 

does not follow that where there is ajnatakaranatva, there is 
..__. . 

perceptuality. In memory the perceptuality does not exist though 
.-v_ 

there is ~natakaranatva. From this it can be said that there is 
• 

23. 
- ,.,_,_ . 

"Yat punarabhavajnanam . ,- ""- -pratyaksam ~jnatakaranatvad 
• 

ghatadij~anavaditi/" 
• 

- Ibid. 

24. »Tatsmrtavanaikantikaffin 
• 

- Ibid. 
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the absen~e of sadh~ in the form of the absence of perceptuali

ty in memory though there is the ~ in the form of being 
""':::. 

endowed with an unknown instrument (ajnatakaranatva). A hetu 
-----!.-

becomes deviated anaikantika or vyabhicari if it exists in a 

place where sadhy~ does not exist. Hence, the above-mentioned 

syllogistic argument is fallacious. 25 

According to Udayana, the cognition of absence.is pro-

duced by the mind associated with the instrument of a positive 
- ~ . - - -nature like any other cognitions (abhavajnanam bhavarupakaranavis-

. ~ 

tamanojanyam j;anatvat). 26 Here the term 'bhavarupakaranavista' 
• • • • ----------------

means rcbeing associated with the posi t.J.ve··" instruments like eye 
- II etc. or knowledge of vyapti etc. In order to understand absence 

mind associated with the positive instruments is essential. To 

ko.9w absence there is the necessity of externa 1 sense-organ which 

can reveal the locus of absence. For, without knowing the locus 

of absence, absence can not be known. ~~nd becomes an instrument 

towards any type of knowledge.· Where there is knowledge, it is 

('V 

25. 11 Saif:skaro hi smrtau hetuh sa cajnato'vavodhakah/ 
• ,...,. 

Ajnatakaranapyevam smrtirnadhyaksatam gata// Iti/" . . . 
- Ibid • 

........ 
26. "Yatpunarabhavajnanam bhavarupakaranavistamanojanyam . 

~natvat ~nantaravat/n 

- Ibid. 
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always caused by mind associated with the positive instruments. 

That is, if the knowledge is caused by the mind associated with 
.c 

the positive instruments then it is perceptual as it is caused 

through the instrumentality of the sense-organ. As knowledge of 

absence is caused by the mind associated with the positive ins

truments (bhavarupakaranavistamanojanya), it would always be . . . 
perceptual as the Naiyayikas observed. 

The Bhattas have pointed out the fallacy called virodha .. 
in the hetu (i.e., bhavar'i:i'pakaranavistamanojanyatva) as used by . . . 
the Naiyayikas. The Naiyayikas have adopted a contradictory po

sition after keeping bhavarupakaranavistamanojanyatva as a . . . 
sadhya in one inference and keeping the .same as hetu in another 

inference. The first inference is as follows : "The knowledge 

of absence is caused by mind associated with the positive ins

truments as it is a cognition (bhavajnanam bhavarupakaranavis-. . 
tamanojanyam jnanatvat) ". Here 'the knowledge of absence' is . 
paksa, 'the property of being caused by mind associated with . 
positive instruments' (bhavarupaka-ranavistamanojanyatva) is 

sadhya anc} 'j~anatva' is hetu. Afterwords, the Naiyayikas have 

adopted another syllogistic argument which is as follows : "The 

knowledge of absence is caused through sense-organ as it is 

caused by mind associated with the positive instruments (abha

vaj'rianam indriyakaranakam bhavakaranavistamal:lojanyatvat)":---:fu . . 
this inference, 'the property of being caused by sense-organ~ 

is sadhya, and 'the property of being caused by mind associated 
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with positive instruments• (bhavarupakaranavistamanojanyatva) . . . 
is the hetu. 

The Bhattas think that the above-mentioned view is not .. 
correct, because the knowledge of absence can never be caused 

by sense~organ but it is caused by other factors excepting 

sense-organ (indriyetarakaranakatva). According to them, the 
-!...---

existence of the fire on the mountain is inferred. The knowledge 

of the absence of the inferred (i.e., the knowledge of the 

absence of fire) is attained in a place where there is the ab~

sence of the inferred, i.e., fire. This place is lake etc. In 

other words, in lake etc. we have the knowledge of absence .of 

fire which is not caused by sense-organ. This is the view of 

the Bhattas who do not think that the knowledge of absence is 
•• 

caused by sense-organ. According to them, the syllogistic ar

gument is as follows : "The knowledge of absence is caused by 

the factors other than sense-organ, as it is the knowledge of 

an absence". Hence, in the inference shown by the Naiyayikas 

there is the fallacy called 'virodha'. The Naiyayikas think 

that the knowledge of absence is caused by the sense-organ, 

but actually it is not caused by the sense-organ according 

to the Bhattas. In this way, the Bhattas have refuted all .. • 0 

the four arguments forwarded by Udayana in favour of the per

ceptuality of absence. 27 

27. " .•. anupalambhakaranakatvam na yuktamiti tadapi na/ 
" 
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But Udayana is sticking to the point that the cognition 

of absence is caused by the instrumentality of sense-organ with 

the help of the following arguments. According to him, as sense

organ apprehends-the counterpositive, it becomes the instrument 

of valid knowledge of absence (pratiyogini samarthyaq). As sens~-

organ becomes operative in conveying the knowledge of the locus, 

it can also be the same in conveying the knowledge of an absence. 

Because in both the cases the sense-organ performs the same func

tions (vyaparavyavadhanatah). As the defect of hetu which is the 
------------------~ 

cause of the illusory knowledge of absence lies in the sense

organ·, the valid knowledge of absence is caused by the sense

organ. The sense-organ being defective becomes the cause of the 

illusory knowledge of absence ( aksatrayatvaddosanam) and the . . . 
sense-organ if in order or faultless becomes the cause of valid 

knowledge of absence. To Nyaya the defect of the sense-organ can 

give rise to an erroneous cognition ( 'dos o 'pramayah jana kah 1 ). . . . 
Hence, from the erroneous cognition of the absence the defect of 

the sense-organ is presumed. In the like manner, if there is~a 

proper-cognition of an absence, it is presumed that our sense

organ is in order (not defective), which proves that the know

ledge of absence is attained through sense-organ i.e., through 

perception. That is why, it is said that the knowledge of absence 

- !"/- - 1\J- -Abhavajnanamindriyetarakaranakamabhavajnanatvat . 
anumeyabhavaj';1'anavat ityapi vaktum sakyatvat iti/" 

- Ibid. 
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iS caused by the sense-organ. As the knowledge of absence appre

hends the qualificand (vi~esya), qualifier (vi~sana) and their 
o I 

relations (Samvandha), it is a kind of determinate (Savikalpaka) 

knowledge. That which is determinate must be caused by the sense

organ (indriyani vikalpanat). These are the four arguments by . 
which Udayana has proved that the knowledge of absence is caused 

28 by the sense-organ. 

Among these Narayana Bhatta has refuted the third argu-. . . 
ment in the following way. Udayana thinks that the defect of 

sense-organ which causes the illusory cognition becomes the ins

trument of that knowledge. The defect of eye which gives rise to 

the illusory cognition of colour becomes the instrument of that 

knowledge. This reasoning is defective according to the op~n~on 

of Narayanai~Bhatta. 29 For, there is the fallacy called 2..§.iddha. . . . . 

The defect of sense-organ becomes the cause of the defective 

28. 11Pratiyogini samarthyad vyaparavyavadhanatah/ 
• 

Aksas'rayatvaddosanamindriyani vikalpanat/ ;u . . . . 
- Nyaya Sutram (with Vatsyayanabhasyam & vrtti), 

• 
3/21 -by Vi~anatha Bhattacarya, Anandas;ama, .. 
Poona, 1922. 

- t'\..1- • 
29. "Yattu abhavajnanamindriyakaranakam indriyadosena dusyama-. . . - - - - . - """- . natvat, yatha caksurdesena dusyamanam rupajnanam . . . . . . . 

caksuhkaranakami ti, tadapyasiddhameva/" . . . 
- Ibid. 
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cognition of absence, but it can never be the cause of illusion 

regarding absence. Because the. illusion regarding the yogyata of 

anupalabdhi alone becomes the instrument of the illusion of ab

sence. If there is any illusion about the yogyata of anupalabdhi, 

it can give rise to the illusory knowledge of absence. There is 

the existence of a jar, for example, in a place. In spite of 

that a knower thinks that there is no jar, and no contact of 

sense-organ with the jar but other factors for cognising a jar 

are there. This awareness is the illusion about yogyata of 

anuRalabdhi. 30 Due to this an individual will have the illusory 

cognition of the absence of a jar though a jar really exists. 

Here the knowledge of the absence of a jar is not defective due 

to the defect of the sense-organ. In this case of the knowledge 

of the absence of a jar which is paksa here, the hetu (i.e. ,being 

defective with the defect of sense-organ) does not exist. Hence, 

there is the defect called Svarupasiddha. The inference being 

defective can not prove the thesis that the knowledge of absence 

is caused by sense-organ. From this it can be concluded that the 

knowledge of absence is caused by the separate source of knowledge 

called anupalabdhi. 

The Naiyayikas further say that the eye is the cause of 

30. nNa khalvindriyadosah syadabhavabhramakaranam/ . . 
Yogyatabhrama evatra tatkaranamitiritam//" 

- Ibid. 
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the knowledge of absence, i.e., the sense-organ is the cause 

through which the knowledge of absence can be known. This infe-

renee is also defective due to having fallacy called . / . v1sesav1-

ruddha. The sense-organ can reveal that object only with which 

it is connected, i.e., eye can reveal those objects that are in 

proximity to it. But in this case the relation of sense-organ 

with absence cannot be accepted. For, the sense-organ cannot 

apprehend absence as it is not in proximity to it. This is the 

reason for which the hetu is called 'Indriyatva' and there is a 

fallacy called vi~esaviruddha. 31 The syllogistic argument for

warded by the Naiyayikas is like this - "Eye can apprehend ab

sence as it is a sense-organ (caksuh abhavagrahaka indriyatvat)". . . 
In this inference the hetu is indriyatva and the sadhya is abha-. 

~grahakatva. As the Mimamsakas do not accept the relation be·~ _ 

tween absence and sense-organ, the sense-organ is not capable of 

apprehending absence. Rather in sense-organ there is the absence 

31 .. "Yani punah - caksuh abhavagrahakamindriyatvat . . . 
manovadityadinianumanani tani sarvani samvaddhasyai-. - - ~ -vendriyasya grahakatvat, abhavena sambandhana~bhyupagamat 

/ / - - -visesanavisesyabhavarupasamvandhasya ca sambandhantara-. . 
purvakatvaniyamat vi~saviruddhani/" 

- Ibid. 
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of apprehending an absence (abhavaqrahakatvabhava). Hence, there 

is the fallacy called vis~saviruddha. 

If the perceptuality of absence is accepted, it cahnot 

be substantiated through reasoning. Because, when an absence is 

known, it is known as being connected with counterpositive. The 

knowledge of absence presupposes the knowledge of the counter

positive. 'Absence' means 'absence of something'. It is not po

ssible to have the knowledge of absence in the case of indeter

minate perception due to the impossibility of recollecting the 

counterpositive. If the knowledge of pratiyoqi is accepted as 

being present before the indeterminate knowledge, the knowledge 

of the counterpositive would become the indeterminate one and 

the knowledge arising after it will be determinate. Hence, the 

indeterminate perception of abhava is not possible. For this 

reason the Naiyayikas have to accept that abhava can be known 

through determinate perception. But this is not possible accor

ding to the Bhattas. Because super-sensuous objects can not be 

perceived indeterminately. Hence, they cannot be known through 

determinate perception also. The objects that _are super-sensuous 

can be known neither through indeterminate (nirvikalpaka) nor 

determinate (savikalpaka). The absence, according to the Bhattas, 
•• 

cannot be known through senses and hence, it is super-sensuous. 

The Bhattas forward the following syllogistic argument : "Absence 

is not capable of being perceived as it is not capable of being 

known through indeterminate perception as in the case of super-
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sensuous object". 32 

It has been shown that the Bhattas have accepted anupa-.. 
labdhi as a distinct means of cognition. Perception, inference 

etc. cannot prove the existence of a negative fact as they are 

applicable only in the case of positive facts. When the object 

is negative, there is no contact of sense-organ with the nega

tive fact as there is no corresponding modification of soul. But 

when the objectiVe fact is positive, the corresponding subjective 

activity is also positive where we get the positive pramanas like 

perception, inference etc. If the objective fact is negative, the 

corresponding subjective activity, in the like manner, would also 

be negative. The means of knowing this negative fact cannot also 

be perception or inference which are applied for knowing a posi

tive fact. In perception there · is the contact of sense-organ with 

the object. Here the contact is possible only between two exis

ting (i.e., positive) objects. The sense-organs like eye etc. and 

the objects like jar etc. are the existing (i.e., positive) objects. 

32. 11Pratiyogismrtirnasyadadito nirvikalpake/ ., 

Tatafca savikalpenaivabhavaj~anamicchasi// 

Tasmadevamanumiyate - abhavah pratyakso na 
• • 

bhavati nirvikalpakanarhatvat atindriyavastuvaditi/" 

- Ibid. 
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Hence through the ~ontact of the sense-organ with object, there 

arises the knowledge of the particular object. But in order to 

know the negation of a jar on the ground, such type of contact is 

not possible. So it is not perceptual. When we have knowledge in 

the form - 'There is jar or:t the ground 1 , the knowledge of the 

ground arises from perception and the knowledge of a jar is 

attained through memory. But if it is said that there is the ab-

sence of a jar on the ground then this absence cannot be known 

through perception or memory, but through a distinct 

called anupalabdhi. 

means 

It cannot be said that negation is known through mental 

perception, because the soul and its qualities like pleasure, 

pain etc. are the objects of mental perception. Mental perception 

is otherwise called introspection. The negation which is taken 

to be an objective fact cannot be the object of introspection. 

In other words,. the negation of a jar on the ground is a fact 

belonging to the outside world and hence, it has been accepted 
/ 

as padartha or category by the Vaisesikas. If it is so, how can 
• 

it be known through introspection? It has been stated by Kumarila 

that the non-apprehension is different from perception. From 

this it is proved that it is completely different from instros

pection which is nothing but a forqt of perception. We may recall 

here the remark·by P. T. Raju, vizQ, "The Mimamsakas, for example, 

Kumarila hold that it (negation) is not perceived by our senses 

but by our mind, though it is real. It is an object of manas 
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33 
pratyaksa, not of indriya-pratyaksa" is totally misleading. 

----------------~ 
For it has been shown earlier that through perception the 

negation cannot be known and mental perception being a form 

of perception is not capable of apprehending absence. Hence 

Dr. Raju 's view that negation is an object of mental perception 

is not acceptable. 

The purpose of accepting anuQalaQ£h~ as a distinct 

means of knowledge lies in the fact that one thing cannot be 

mixed wi tn another. The mixture of two things can __ be avoided 

through the application of anup~labdQi. Each and every object 

has got its own characteristic features which other objects do 

not ·possess, e.g., the characteristic feature of a jar is com

pletely different from that of a pot. In other words, one object 

is distinct from another one and this distinction is called 

bheda. The bhedatva of an object with another. one 1s known 

through the instrumentality of abhava. Because bheda is _nothing 

but mutual absence (anyonyabhava). In the context of Mimamsa 

the sacrificial performance or ritual of a particular set of 

sacrifice is completely different from that of another set. 

This distinction can be known through abhava only. 

According to Kumarila, abhava, like the Advaitins, is 

...---------------·-------------------~----------------------·-----

33. Proceedings of the Indian Philosophical Congress, 1939, 

p. 64. 
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of four types : (i) the previous non-existence, e.g., the absence 

of curd in the fresh milk, (ii) abhava by destruction, e.g., the 

non-existence of milk in milk-product, (iii) mutual abhava, e.g., 

the abhava of a cow in a horse and (iv) absolute absence, e.g., 

the absence of'_ hare s horn. If abhava were not accepted as a 

means of knowledge then the cognition of curd in milk, milk in 

curd, cloth in a jar, horns in an ass, smell in water etc. would 

not have been cognisede Like Vai~e~ikas, Kumarila also says that 

abhava is a real entity (vastu) and hence it is capable of being 

cognised. · The object which is capable of being cognised or the 

object which is the object of cognition is prameya. HenGe-,-the 

existence of abhava cannot be denied. 

It may be argued that non-existence is non-different from 

existence for having similarity between these. Though non-existence 

(abhava) and existence (bhava) are opposite to each other, there is 

a common character called vastutva or reality. As the existence or a 

positive fact_ represents the reality, a negative fact also does the 
I 

same. Hance the sense-organ could have contact with the non-existence.: 

The Bhattas are of the opinion that it is not correct, because they 
•• 

do not admit the absolute identity between them. But what they 

admit is only comparative non-difference as in the case of colour 

etc. Colour, taste etc. are each different by themselves, but are 

considered as non-different as cohering in.the same substance. In 

the like manner, non-existence is non-different from existence 

even when there is the identity of the object as in the case of 
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fruit, we admit certain differences among its properties like 

colour, taste etc. The comprehension of these existence and non

existence depends on the appearance of the one and disappearance 

of the other. Just as in the case of colour etc. there is diffe-

renee of reality though there is an apparent identity, so also 

in the case of existence and non-existence. Though they are 

really different, they appear to be 'non-different on account of 

the fact that both of them inhere:- in the same object. The 

difference between the two is proved by the fact that one of 

them, i.e., existence is apprehended when it appears and others 

are non-existence when they disappear. 34 

The ground of difference is found as follows : 

In the comprehension of existence there is the contact of 

the sense-organ as an instrument. On the other hand, the appre

hension of non-existence does not depend on such contact. 

Some philosophers opine that colour etc. are to be appre

hended as difference depending upon the difference in the means 

of their comprehension. Colour is cognised by the eye and smell 

by nose, and hence the difference of co1our from smell is easily 

known just as the property of being a son is known with reference 

34. Sharma, Dhirendra, The Negative Dialectics, 

Sterliqg Publishers Pvt. Ltd. 

New Delhi, 1974, p. 34. 
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to father and the property of being father is known with refe

rence to the son. In the same manner, we could have the difference 

between existence and non-existence. 

But the_Bhattas think that the difference among colour 
• • 

etc. is always based on the cognition only. In other words, the 

colour etc. is different, because they are cognised as different. 

This has been said by the Bhattas im connection with the objec-
•• 

tion by the opponents which runs as follows : 

The opponents say if such be the case then we would have an 

eternal difference between colour and taste, existence and non-

existence. The notion of identity cam be explained by the fact 

of their existence in the one and the same place. In reply, the 

Bhattas say that this position is incorrect. Because an indepen-. . 
dent object being the locus of properties should be taken as an 

independent object having independent existence apart from its 

properties. If both difference and non-difference are accepted 

between existence and non-existence, we can not have the cognition 

of both its existence and non-existence based on it's positive 

and negative forms. When there is a contact with the object, we 

have a cognition in the form : 'it is'. On the other hand, if 

there is the absence of contact with the object, we have the know

ledge in the form : 'it is not•. The place where there is no jar 

is perceived by eye and the counterpositive i.e., a jar is remem-

bered. After that the knowledge in the form 'The jar is not there' 

arises which is purely mental independent of sense-organ. In other 
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words, the place is seen by the eye and the jar which is not seen 

earlier and which could have been if it were pres-ent is remembered. 

After this a purely mental process which produces the notion of 

non-existence of a jar comes into being. This notion of non-exis-

tence is brought to our cognition by the aforesaid process. A person 

may be a place in the morning and he notices that the place is bare. 

From this he does not apprehend anything. In the afternoon if he 

is asked whether there is a tiger in the morning, he recalls the 

place in the mind and comes to know that no tiger was seen there. 

Hence, his reply would be in a negative. So it is known to us from 

the above fact that the absence of the tiger has not been known by 

him in the morning. In other words, no idea of tiger occurs in his 

mind and hence he could not have realised its absence. From the 

above discussion it follows that the idea of absence of a tiger 

does not come from the operation of the sense-organ. It cannot 

also be said that it is purely caused by the noniferception of 

something which could have been perceived if it were present. This 

view will go against the Naiyayikas. As a matter of fact the person 

was there and the idea of tiger did not occur in his mind. Hence, 

the non-perception of the perceptible cannot be the cause of the 

latter knowledge of the tiger's absence. The knowledge of absence 

must be admitted to be the result of pure and simple negation which 

is aided by'the former perception of the place and the remembrance 

of it in the afternoon. 35 

35. slokavartika, ·Translated by Ganga nath Jha, Sri Satguru 
Publications, Delhi, 1983, p. 247, Foot Note. 28 
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The negation is not known through inferential cognition 

also due to the absence of the middle term (hetu). If it is said 

that the object whose existence is denied is described as middle 

term, it is not tenable. Because the positive form does not form 

an object of cognition at that time when it's non-existence was 
M 

cognised. That which is not cognised cannot be regarded~~· 

It cannot be said that the positive form is the predi-

cate of the minor premiss, because positivity cannot be pervaded 

by all negativity. We may get various instances where the exis

tence of a particular object is accompanied by another. In spite 

of this we may get a deviated case, i.e., there might be some 

places where there is the non-exis~ence of some objects. Though 

the presence of place is found in one case to be pervaded with 

the absence of a jar, yet there might be another time when we 

could find the jar existing in the same place. Hence no vyapt~

relation between the two is possible. If any restriction is not 

imposed on the relation of y)rapti between the existence of cloth 

with the absence of horse and if it is accepted as a means of ob

taining the cognition of the absence of a jar then we would have 

the comprehension of everything in the world by means of such 

invariable concomitance. In each and every perception of a place 

we do not directly become the knower of the absence of everything 

else. Thus we find that no case of existence is invariably con

comitant with absence in general. Hence, the cognition of exis

tence cannot serve as hetu. 
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When a relation is known, it presupposes the knowledge 

of the relata, i.·e., knowledge of related members. If it is 

admitted that the knowledge of non-existence is related by in

variable concomitance to existence, how the knowledge of non

existence which is one of the relata can be·known. The cognition 

of the member related before the comprehension of the relation 

could not be;the cause by hetu, because it has not yet been 

cognised as such. Hence the cognition of.absence must be known 

through some other means of knowledge, i.e., anupalabdhi besides 

perception, inference etc •. Hence anupalabdhi has to be accepted 

as a separate source of valid cognition. 


